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Headway Preston and Chorley are presented with an amazing £10,000 donation 
from Multilotto 

Local good cause presented with cheque following call out for nominations across the North West 

 

Over the past month, new company Multilotto has been appealing for good causes in and around 

Lancashire and across the North West to receive an incredible £10,000 towards their work in the local 

community.  

 

Following receiving hundreds of entries, Multilotto is delighted to announce that the winning good 

cause is Headway Preston and Chorley. Headway strive to care for residents in the area of Preston and 

Chorley who have suffered from or been affected by a brain injury. They help to provide information, 

service and facilities and also aim to advance the education of the public in all aspects relating to brain 

injury and its prevention.The group were presented with the £10,000 cheque from Head of 

Communications at Multilotto, Andrew Clarke, during one of the organisation’s monthly ‘Walking for 

Mind and Body’ sessions. The activity is a physical and psychological workout incorporating a gentle 

walk followed by a healthy lunch in a local café.  For more information on Headway please visit 

www.headwayprestonandchorley.org.uk. 

 

Andrew said, “We’ve had an overwhelming response to the call out across the North West, and it’s been 

great reading about all of the fantastic people and good causes that are in the area. 

 

“The nomination for Headway Preston and Chorley really stood out as they do some amazing work 

caring and supporting individuals and families that have been affected by brain injury. We’re absolutely 

delighted to present them with a £10,000 donation on behalf of Multilotto towards their ongoing work 

in Lancashire.” 

 

Liz Bamber, Headway Preston and Chorley manager said, “We are thrilled to receive this award of 
£10,000 from Multilotto and would like to thank them for supporting our small North West charity.  
 
“We currently support over 400 families and this number is growing by the day as more people survive 
traumatic brain injuries through advances in medical science and acute care in hospital.  
 
“This makes funding such as this so very important to us and it will enable us to continue our work 
supporting adults after they have acquired a brain injury from critical care to community.” 
 
Multilotto allows people in the UK to bet on international lotteries, such as America’s Powerball and 
Mega Millions, in order to win the same prizes and is available online or on mobile.  
 

http://www.headwayprestonandchorley.org.uk/


As well as offering the chance to win big cash prizes, Multilotto is committed to giving a proportion of its 

profits to good causes in the UK. 

 

Multilotto was first launched in Sweden in 2012, but only recently went live in the UK. Jackpots available 

to players include America’s world record-breaking Powerball and MegaMillions, as well as European 

favourites such as Eurojackpot and Spain’s El Gordo. 

 

More information about Multilotto is available at www.multilotto.co.uk. 
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For press information please contact the Multilotto press office at Havas PR on 0161 236 2277 or 

email multilotto@havas.com 

 

About Multilotto 

Notes to Editors  

 

Multilotto.co.uk offers UK customers the chance to win the world’s biggest jackpots. 

The two biggest jackpots available at Multilotto are Powerball and MegaMillions from the US. Powerball 

created a world-record jackpot of $1.58 billion (£1.1 billion) in January 2016, while Mega Millions has 

created jackpots as high as $656 million (£507 million). Customers can bet on these lotteries in order to 

win the same prizes including the jackpot.  

Multilotto was first established in 2012 in Sweden. The company is operational across Europe and holds 

a Combined Remote Operating License from the UK Gambling Commission. 
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